
The role of a historian is to present the past and answer the questions why and how. In 
carrying out the task of a historian brings difficult situations where difficult choices to be 
made. One of those would be the predicament of: should we carry on excavating sites like 
Pompeii to see what else we can discover, or should we focus on preserving what has already 
been found? 

Pompeii and Herculaneum became the time capsule of the ancient Roman world. Further 
these preserved sites had given a remarkable insight into the historians about the type of 
housing, shopping, financial transactions, streetscapes, local electoral politics, demography, 
social status, the role of slavery, diet and many more fascinating understandings of ancient 
Roman life. These sites are interesting because of the sudden disruption had conserved their 
lives frozen in time. The plaster cast of bodies although macabre; shows the last poses of the 
humans and animals struggling against their grim fate. Every new discovery at these sites 
adds a little extra insight into the historians’ scholarship, such as the frescos discovered in 
new excavations this year. Restoring these artefacts and sights to the benefit of many, makes 
the historian a crusader. Recent find of the graffito had helped re-dating the eruption and 
these discoveries make people mesmerised by the history of ancient civilisations. The 
historians should excavate the rest of the buried sites to see what intriguing insights we could 
glean of Romans and of those who came before them! The extraordinary, find of a treasure 
trove of carbonised ancient books at Herculaneum, making it the oldest extant library in the 
world. According to some historians more excavation into the site of Herculaneum library 
would help our knowledge of the literature of the ancient world to double. Obviously, more 
captivating finds attract more tourists, which would help fund the conservation of these sites.  

Nevertheless, continuous digging might not be the answer, as excavations have brought 
questions than answers. The excavations had brought rapid deterioration of these remarkable 
sites, as the dense layers of volcanic ash have sealed and protected many of these artefacts.  
The early excavations were done in haphazard manner, digging only for commercial value. 
Although historians would be compared to the rescuers of the lost world of Pompeii, these 
excavated artefacts immediately exposed them to destructive forces. These can be natural 
forces such as: atmospheric pollution, frost, sun light, rain water damage, acid droppings 
from pigeons and the deliberate destruction through: erratic early excavations, deliberate 
meticulous looting, neglect, casual damage from tourists. Consequently more excavations 
would bring more damage to these sites. For this reason, many historians believe that we 
should preserve what we have unearthed, rather excavate more and bring more damage. 

Undoubtedly, the role of the historian is to concentrate on what is found and look for ways to 
find answers to questions not yet thought about and encourage urgent conservation. Vesuvius 
preserved these cities by destroying them, should we destroy it second time by trying to find 
it! 


